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What’s New  

 

Touch Presets 
Touch presets can now be accessed as buttons directly in both 
PIERO Remote Touch and PIERO Remote 2. 
 
Any presets you have created in Touch mode in PIERO are now 
available to add as individual buttons in both PIERO Remote 
Touch and PIERO Remote 2. Simply ensure PIERO Remote 
Touch/PIERO Remote 2 is connected to PIERO, then select the 
preset you want to add to the list of effects a user can choose. 
It is now possible to create as many Marker styles as necessary. 

 

 

PIERO Remote Touch for Mac 
Piero Remote Touch is now available to download for 
Mac. 
 
If you are a PIERO Club user, you can now install PIERO 
Club and PIERO Remote Touch on the same Mac, helping 
you streamline your presentations and reduce the 
number of computers needed when travelling and 
presenting. 

 

 
 

Improvements 
AMP Protocol AMP Protocol added for PIERO to remote control VTR functions of Evertz Dreamcatcher 

Canadian Football Canadian Football League calibration added to the American Football sport module. 

File Mode Using the latest version of MainConcept; providing greater stability and performance when working with video files. 

General Stability improvements 

Opta Data Module New competitions added. Soccer: Ligue 2, Women’s World Cup. Rugby Union: Pro 14, World Cup, U20 World Cup. 

STATS Data Module STATS Data Module now available on Mac 

Softball Softball calibration now available in the Baseball sport module 

Tactical Board Oval Tactical Board available for AFL 

User Interface 
The user interface now scales to fit screen resolutions greater than 1920x1080. 3D Player Utility starts in windowed 
format. Improved the consistency of the user interface and icons used throughout PIERO  

Team Lineup Undo mechanism improved for Touch workflow 
  
 

Bug Fixes 
  
3D Player Utility Fixed bugs causing parts of the user interface to display incorrectly. Better accents support for team batch import.  
Opta Data Module AFC Champions League competition reenabled. Stability improvements 

PIERO Club Fixed a bug in the Mac version causing effects buttons to be duplicated. 

Sound Effects Sound effects internal to the Freehand Arrow now get embedded on export/playout 
STATS Data Module Fixed issues causing some home runs not to be categorised correctly and some missing players and data 

System Fixed timecode inconsistencies between PIERO Broadcast systems using AJA and DVS video acquisition cards. 

Team Line-up 
Images with transparent areas now display correctly when moved in front of one another. Tooltips corrected for Line 
Up Home and Away buttons in Touch mode. Undo now works correctly in Touch 

Test Tool Test Tool now works on PIERO Broadcast systems with AJA video acquisition cards 

Tracks 
Fixed a bug causing the beginning of tracking effects, when added in the middle of a Pause, to jump to the beginning 
of the Pause 

Touch Fixed an issue causing the video to jump when Play/Pause is pressed 
 
 


